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1. INTRODUCTION 
An often overlooked possibility in the numerical solution of elliptic bound- 
ary-value problems is the use of calculations carried out for a particular 
region to reduce the calculations necessary to solve the same equation over 
another region. For instance, if we have obtained numerical solutions for 
regions I and II of Fig. 1, we would like to use these calculations to obtain 
a solution for the combined region. This paper will attempt to show that by a 
dynamic programming approach [l, 21, we can accomplish this desired 
reduction in calculation. 
CLI I II 
FIG. 1 
Perhaps the most important reason that the possibility of “combining 
solutions” has been overlooked is that the most popular methods for solving 
elliptic boundary-value problems have been the iterative finite-difference 
techniques [3-51. It was noted in [6] that a given iterative solution furnishes 
no information concerning other solutions. However, since the dynamic 
programming method is a direct (noniterative) technique based on the struc- 
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ture of the problem, we will be able to use any particular solution to give 
information about other solutions. 
We will use Laplace’s equation to support our calculations, although, in the 
form presented here, the method will apply to any linear self adjoint elliptic 
equation. Extensions to more general elliptic equations can be found in [6] 
and [7]. 
2. DISCRETIZATION 
We will develop the dynamic programming approach for a rectangular 
region. The details appear in [2]. 
Laplace’s equation 
g+g:o (1) 
over the rectangle, R, 
O<X<U, O<Y<b (2) 
subject to the boundary conditions: 
4% 0) = gdx), 4x, b) = g2(4 
NO, Y) = k(Y), u(a, Y) = h,(Y) (3) 
is the Euler equation associated with the minimization of the functional 
JO4 = jj, [(g)” + ($‘I dr dx, (4) 
where u is chosen from the class of funations which satisfy (3) and whose 
first partial derivatives belong to L2 over R. 
We will explicitly minimize a discrete version of (4). We will assume, for 
simplicity, that we can find a sufficiently small d such that 
a=MA, b=NA, (5) 
where M and N are integers. If uij denotes u(iA, jA), then (~3, &}, (uiM>, 
and {uN3} are known from (3). Now if we let uR denote the vector 
uR = @RI , uR2 ,***, URM-~) (6) 
then we find that discrete version of (4) is as as follows (in inner product 
notation [8]) 
F(u) = f [(@i 3 'i) + (ri 9 %) + si + (% - ui-l 3 ui - Ui-I)], (7) 
i=l 
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where 
I 
2, i=j 
Q = kid, qi5= -11, Ii-jl=1 
0, otherwise, 
I - 2%, , i= 1, yR = [yRjl, yR, = - 2uRM, i=M-1, 0 otherwise, 
s, = &,, + t&&f. (8) 
We will minimize F(U) over all choices {ui} where ua and uN are given by (3). 
3. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
We will consider the following sequence of variational problems. 
fR@) = uR,uR~~~,uN~li~R KQui 9 %> + (Yi > %> + Si + hi -W-l 2 Ui -%-I>], 
(9 
where 
UR-1 = v (10) 
and z+,, is given. Obviously, 
giving us the desired solution. By the principle of optimal&y [1] we find that 
OR = ~$[(QuR) UR) -b (YR 9 UR) S‘SR +f~+i(%)I 
f~(v) = (SUN 3UN) + (YN 3 UN) + sN + (UN - 0, uN - v). (12) 
However, fa(v) is quadratic in ZI, setting 
fR(@ = (ARU, v) + @R, $ + CR, (13) 
we find that 
bR = LA,+1 +Q +I]-'@,, + yR) 
cR = cR+l+ sR - [AR+l +I+ 81-l @R+l + TR) @,+I + TR) 2 , 2 ) , (14) 
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A,=I 
b, = - 2u, 
cN = ([I + Q] % f $7) + (‘A’ , %) + $N * 
The us’s are determined by 
ui = [AR+1 + Q + 11-l @i-l - b”+12+ Ti ) 9 
(15) 
(16) 
where uO is known. The calculation procedure is to solve (14) starting with 
(15), storing all the AR and b, . Then (16) is solved successively by using the 
stored AR and bR , starting with u,, . 
We note that the recurrence relation for the AR is independent of the 
boundary conditions and it is this part of the procedure that requires the most 
calculation. This fact will be of fundamental importance in all that follows. 
4. COMBINING SOLUTIONS 
Consider the discretized region in Fig. 2 we could use the approach in [7] 
to solve the problem directly. However we would like to use the results of 
sections 2 and 3 to reduce the necessary calculation. Assume that we have 
NIA NzA 
FIG. 2 
already had occasion to solve the rectangular problems (I and II) of Fig. 2 
and that the rectangular problem has been solved left to right in region I 
and right to left in region II. For region I, in other words, we have already 
solved the problems 
A$ = I - [A$L, + I + Q] 9 R = 1, 2,..., iVl - 1 
A(” 0 = I 7 (17) 
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where1 the matrices are of order M, - 1. For region II we have solved the 
problem: 
A?)=&[Af$+I+Q], R = IV1 + 1, Nr + 2,..., N, - 1 
A$;,” = I , (18) 
where these matrices are of order of Mr - 1. 
We can write uN, as 
Y 
‘N1 = w 3 [I 
where 
(1% 
Y = @N,1 3 uN~Z....“N1.M1-l) 
w = t”N1+Ml 9 uN1.~l+l,...uN1.M,-l)~ (20) 
We can make this distinction because y consists of interior points while w is 
known from the boundary conditions. Thus if y were known then we could 
treat each region separate1y.s Our goal, to determine this y, will be accom- 
plished by making use of the fact that the AR’s are available. 
We denote the minimum value of the functional in region I as fN1-r(uN1) 
and the minimum value of the functional in region II as gN1+r(y). 
Thus, 
JCN--I(~NJ = !N~-I ([;]I) = (A&-lu~l 9 u~l) + tbii P #NJ + 4fj 
i!N1+l(Y) = (A&Y, Y) + tb!‘$l P Y) + df$ * (21) 
If G(u) is the discrete functional corresponding to (7), for the combined 
region, it is clear that 
2; G@) = “;‘” [ fN1-1 ([;I) + gN1+1(Y)] - (22) 
Since we have gNI-&) and fN1-l( [z]) in convenient forms, we can easily find 
the minimising y. We partition A& and b& as 
1 We implicitly assume in what will follow that we also have determined the particular 
bR and CR for both regions corresponding region. Since we already have determined 
the AR , the computation of these bR and CR is easily accomplished. 
a This idea appears in (9) in conjuction with a tabular method for Laplace’s equation. 
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where A,, and b, have order Mr - 1. Now we can expand (22) as 
yip G(u) = myinWll + A&l Y, Y> + (4~ + &P + 6, + b1+1 , Y
+ (b, , w) + (A,,% w) + c:! + c '1 1 Nz+l 9 (24) 
and differentiate to find the minimizing y, which is 
y = - 4 [A,, + A’“’ Arl+lrl cc42 + &II w + b* + G$). (25) 
With this value of y, uN, is completely determined and we can treat the 
regions separately. 
5. DISCUSSION 
Our method is based on the fact that the AR's are independent of the 
boundary conditions. In the rectangular case, it is clear that if we have A,, 
A r ,..., A,-, we can also solve the equation in truncated regions, i.e. those 
regions determined by us , ui ,..., ua; R < N. Thus, if we maintain a file 
of these sequences of matrices of various dimensions we can solve a large 
class of problems very easily. 
A typical calculation proceeds in three stages.3 First, the bg) and bg’“, are 
calculated for the two regions by (14). S econdly, y is calculated by (25) and 
finally the UR’s are calculated in each region by (16). 
There are many advantages to the dynamic programming approach. Not 
the least of these advantages is the fact that the method is easy to teach and 
easy to program. Since the method is direct, there is not need to pick param- 
eters as with the iterative techniques. The method will always yield a 
solution while the iterative techniques may fail or converge slowly. This is 
especially true in the irregular region case. 
Although in a given case this method requires slightly more calculation 
than various iterative techniques the reliability and ease it provides more than 
counteracts this disadvantage. It can be expected that as man comes to 
depend on computers to a large degree, techniques such as the one presented 
here become increasingly more important. 
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